1. Introduction. The purpose of this note is to sketch a proof of the following theorem.
THEOREM. If G is a finite group having finitely many non-isomorphic indecomposable integral representations then for no prime p does p z divide the order of G.
It is known that the same hypothesis implies that all the Sylow subgroups of G are cyclic; thus they are cyclic of order p or p 2 . We do not know whether the converse is true. On the other hand, we have shown elsewhere [l] that a cyclic group of order p 2 has finitely many non-isomorphic integral representations.
In the same place it is shown that the above theorem follows from this proposition: PROPOSITION We outline below the proof of this proposition, which will appear in full elsewhere.
2. Construction of indécomposables. Let A be a ring such that the Krull-Schmidt theorem holds for finitely generated left A-modules; this is certainly the case for algebras of finite rank over a complete valuation ring [3] . We shall write Horn for Honu and Ext for Ext^.
Suppose , ikf (<) ) consists of tXu matrices with entries in Ext(iV, M). If jff' = Hom(iV, N) then Ext(iV, M) is an (H, iî')-bimodule, and tXt matrices over H and uXu matrices over H' operate in the obvious way on Ext(iV< w >, Af<«). We shall say that a matrix X£Ext(iV (M) , M (0 ) is decomposable if there are invertible matrices T over H and U over H' such that
where, of course, B and D need not be square matrices. LEMMA 
An extension E of N (u) by M (t) with extension class X is a decomposable module if and only if X is a decomposable matrix.
In order to apply this lemma it is convenient to observe the following consequence.
COROLLARY. Let H, H' be quotient rings of H, H'. Suppose FCExt(iV, M) is an {H, H')-submodule and that V is a quotient of V on which H, H' operate. If X is a matrix with entries in V whose image X in V is (H, H')-indecomposable then the extension corresponding to X is an indecomposable module.
3. Construction of the submodule. In this paragraph we set A = E 2 = Z%Gp 2 , where Z* is the ring of £-adic integers, and G p * is cyclic of order p 2 with generator g. We write C= (g p -1)£ 2 and E\ = E 2 /C. For any module N, we shall set W = N/pN. Now Ext (C, E x ) «2i«Z[g]/(g-1)*\ We define M to be the extension of C by Ei with extension class g -1. Since Hom(Ei, C)=0, Hom(C, Ei)=0, we may apply Lemma 1 with k = l. Thus M is indecomposable. Further, if H= Hom(ikf, M), there is a canonical monomorphism p: H-»Hom(C, C)+Hom(£i, Ei) whose image may be described as follows [2] . LEMMA Thus # = i?/rad J?«Z.
p(H) consists of pairs
Although M is indecomposable this is not true of M. We have instead the following result. 
